•  **Eclipse talk, AGU meeting (Chicago)**

On December 14, Reiff gave a talk on “Eclipses 2023-2024 – where to go, how to observe safely” to the Eclipse education special session at AGU. Approximately 50 in the audience. Reiff gave away over 250 eclipse glasses and eclipse flyers at the session and at other sessions during the meeting, including the associated poster session.

**Participants:**

AGU members and teachers: in the session: approx. 50  
   At other sessions, poster sessions, and events: approx. 200

•  **Eclipse planning**

Reiff continues to work with the AAS eclipse planning committees, and is planning a major eclipse event sponsored by Rice University.

•  **Eclipse Flyer**

We have developed a tri-fold eclipse flyer that we use to give our eclipse glasses or viewers tucked inside. The art is attached. Note the layout and printing is paid for by our cooperating sponsor MTPE, Inc. (home of Discovery Dome).

*Flyer outside art:*
Flyer inside art: